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Introduction

The purposes of computational literary studies have evolved and diversified a great deal over the
last half century. Within this dynamic and often contentious space, a set of fundamental ques-
tions deserve our collective attention: does the computation and digitization of language recast
the ways we read, value, and receive words? In what ways can research and scholarship on lit-
erature become a more meaningful part of the future development of computer systems? As
the theory and practice of computational literary studies evolve, their potential to play a direct
role in revising historical narratives and framing new research questions poses cross-disciplinary
implications.

It’s worthwhile to anchor these questions in the origin stories that today’s digital humanists
tell, from the work of JosephineMiles at Berkeley in the 1930s (Buurma andHeffernan 2018) to
Roberto Busa’s work in the 1940s towork that links Structuralism andRussian Formalism at the
turn of the 19th century (Algee-Hewitt 2015) to today’s systemized explorations of texts. The
sciences and humanities have a shared history in their desire to solve the patterns and systems that
make language functional and impactful, and there have long been linguistic and computational
tools that help advance this work. What’s more challenging to unravel and articulate from these
origin stories are the mathematical concepts behind the tools that humanists wield. Ideally one
would navigate this historical landscape when assessing the fitness of any given computational
technique for addressing a specific humanities research question, but often researchers choose
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tools because they are powerful and popular, without a robust understanding of the conceptual
assumptions they embody, which are defined by the mathematical and statistical principles they
are based on. This canmake it difficult to generate reproducible results that contribute to a tool’s
methodological development.

This is related to a set of issues that drive debates among computationally-minded scholars,
which regularly appear in digital humanities forums. In 2019, for instance,NanDa issued a harsh
critique of humanists’ implementation of statistical methods in their research.1 Her claim is that
computational methods are not a good match for literary research, and she systematically shows
how the results from several computational humanities are not only difficult to reproduce, but
can be easily skewed with minor changes to how an algorithm is implemented. Although this
debate about digital methods points to a necessary evolution in the field (in which researchers
become more accountable to the computational laws that they are utilizing), her essay’s broader
mission is to question the appropriateness of using computational tools to investigate literary
objects and ideas.

Refutations to this claim were swift and abundant (Critical Inquiry 2019), and highlight a
number of concepts central tomy concern herewith future intersections ofmachine learning and
literary research. Respondents such asMark Algee-Hewitt pointed out that literary scholars em-
ploy computational statisticalmodels in order to reveal something about texts that human readers
could not. In doing so, literary scholars are at liberty to note where computation reaches its use-
ful limit2 and take upmore traditional forms of literary analysis (Algee-Hewitt 2019). Katherine
Bode explores the promise and pitfalls of this hybrid “close and distant reading” approach in her
2020 article on the intersection of topic modeling and bias. Imperfect as the hybrid method is,
stressing the value of familiar interpretivemethods remains important, politically and practically,
when bringing computation into humanities departments.

This essay extends the argument that computational tools do more than turn big data into
novel close reading opportunities. Machine learning, and word embedding algorithms in par-
ticular, may have a unique ability to shift this conversation into new territory, where scholars
begin to ask how historical research can contribute more sophisticated approaches to treating
words as data. With historically-minded approaches to dataset creation for machine learning,
issues emerge that engender new theoretical frameworks for evaluating the ability of statistical
models of information to reveal cultural and artistic dimensions of language. I will first contex-
tualize what they do, and then show a few of the mathematical concepts that have driven their
development.

Of themany availablemachine learning algorithms, word embedding algorithms have shown
particular promise in capturing contextual meanings (of words or other units of textual data)
more accurately than previous techniques in natural language processing. Word embeddings en-
compass a set of language modeling techniques where words or phrases from a large set of texts
(i.e., “corpus”) are analyzed through the use of a neural network architecture. For each vocabu-
lary term in the corpus, the neural network algorithmuses the term’s proximity to other words to
assign it values that become a vector of real numbers— one high-dimensional vector is generated
for each word. (The term “embedding” refers to the mathematics that turns a space with many

1Da’s critique of statistical model usage in computational humanities work sparked a forum of responses in Critical
Inquiry.

2This limit typically exists for a combination of three reasons: computer programs can only generate models based
on the data we give them, a tool isn’t fully understood and so not robustly explored, and many algorithms and tools are
being used in experimental ways.
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dimensions per word into a continuous vector space with a much lower dimension.)3 They raise
three critical issues to this essay: How doword embeddings reflect the contexts of words in order
to capture their relative meanings? If word embeddings approximate word meanings, do they
also reflect culture? How can literary history and cultural studies inform how scholars use them?

Word embeddings are powerful because they calculate semantic similarities between words
based on their distributional properties in large samples of language data. As computational lin-
guist Jussi Karlgren puts it:

Language is a general-purpose representation of human knowledge, and models to
process it vary in the degree they are bound to some task or some specific usage.
Currently, the trend is to learn regularities and representations with as little explicit
knowledge-based linguistic processing as possible, and recent advances in such gen-
eral models for end-to-end learning to address linguistics tasks have been quite suc-
cessful. Most of those approaches make little use of information beyond the occur-
rence or co-occurrence of words in the linguistic signal and take the single word to
be the atomary unit.

This is notable because it highlights the power of word embeddings to assign values to words in
order to represent their relative meanings, simply based on unstructured language data, without
a system of linguistic rules or a labelling system. It also highlights the fact that a word embedding
model’s success is based on the parameters of the task it is designed to address. So while the accu-
racy and power of word vector algorithmsmight be recognizable in general-purpose applications
that improve with larger training corpora (for instance Google News and Wikipedia), they can
be equally powerful representation learning systems for specific historical research tasks that use
different benchmarks for success. Humanists using these machine learningmethods are learning
to think differently about corpora size, corpora content, and the utility of a successfully-trained
model for analysis and interpretation.

No matter what the application, the success of machine learning applications is predicated
on creating good datasets. As a recent paper in IEEE Transactions on Knowledge and Data En-
gineering notes, “the majority of the time for running machine learning end-to-end is spent on
preparing the data, which includes collecting, cleaning, analyzing, visualizing, and feature en-
gineering” (Roh et al. 2019, 1). Acknowledging this helps contextualize machine learning al-
gorithms for text analysis tasks in the humanities, but also highlights data curation challenges
that can be taken up in new ways by humanists. This naturally raises questions about how ma-
chine learning algorithms like word embeddings are implemented for text analysis, and how they
should be modified for historical research—they require different computational priorities and
frameworks.

In parallel to the corpora considerations that computational humanities scholars ponder,
there is an abundance of work, across disciplines such as cognitive science and psychology (Grif-
fiths et al. 2007), that attempts to refine the problems and limits of using large collections of
text for training embeddings. These large collections tend to reflect the biases that exist in soci-
ety and history, and in turn, systems based on these datasets can make troubling inferences, now
well documented as algorithmic bias.4 Computer science researchers need to evaluate the social
dimensions of their applications in diverse societies and find ways to fairly represent all popula-
tions.

3See Koehrsen 2018 for a fuller explanation of the process.
4As investigated, for instance, in Noble 2018.
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Digital humanities practices can implicitly help address these issues. Literary studies, as it
evolves towards multivocality and canon expansion, makes explicit a link between methods of
literary analysis and digital practices that are deliberately inclusive, less-biased, and diachronic
(rather than ahistorical). Emerging literary scholarship uses computational methods to question
hegemonic practices in the history of the field, through the now-familiar practice of data cura-
tion (Poole 2013). But this work can also help combat algorithmic biasmore broadly, and expand
beyond corpus development into algorithmic design. As digital literary scholarship continues to
deepen its exchanges with Sociology, History, and Information Science, stronger methodologies
for using fair and representative data will become pervasive throughout these disciplines, as well
as in commercial applications. Interdisciplinary methodologies are foundational to future com-
putational literary research that can make sophisticated contributions to text analysis.

The Bengal Annual: A Case Study

Complex relationships betweenwords cannot be fully assessedwith one flat application of a pow-
erful tool to a set of texts. But this does not mean that the usefulness of machine learning for
literature is limited: rather, scholars can wield it to control how machines learn sets of relation-
ships between concepts. Choosing which texts to include in a corpus is coupled to decisions
about whether and how to label its contents, and how to tune the parameters of the algorithms.
For the purposes of literary analysis, these should be embraced as interpretive, biased acts—ones
that deepen understanding of commonly-employed computational methods—and folded into
emerging methodologies. Because humanities scholars are not generating models to serve appli-
cations with thousands of end-users who primarily expect accuracy, they can exploit the fallacies
of machine learning in order to improve how dataset management and feature engineering are
conducted. Working with big data in order to generate models isn’t valuable because it reveals
history’s “true” cultural patterns, but because it demonstrates how machines already circulate
those “truths.” A scholar’s deep knowledge of the historical content and formalities of language
can determine how corpora are compared, how we experiment with known biases, and how we
move towards a future landscape of literary analysis that is inclusive of marginalized texts and the
latest cultural theory.

Roopika Risam, for instance, advocates for both a theoretical and practice-based decoloniza-
tion of the digital humanities, noting ways that postcolonial digital archives can intervene in
knowledge production in society (2018, 79). Corpora created from periods of revolution, then,
might reveal especially useful vector relationships and lead to better understanding of semantic
changes during those times. Those word embeddings might be useful for teaching computers
racialized language over timelines, so that machine learning applications do not only “read” his-
tory as a flat set of relationships, and inevitably reflect the worst of its biases.

To begin to unpack this process, I will present a case study on the 1830 Bengal Annual and
a corpus of similarly-situated texts. Our team, made up of students in Katherine D. Harris’s
graduate seminar on decolonizing Romantic Literature at San Jose State University, asked: can
we operationalize questions that arise from close readings of texts to turn problematic quanti-
tative evaluations of words into more complex methods of interpretation? A computer cannot
interpret complex cultural concepts, but it can be instructed to weigh time period, narrative per-
spective, and publication venue, much as a literary scholar would.

With the explosion of print culture in England in the first half of the nineteenth century,
publishers began introducing new forms of serialized print materials, which included serialized
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publications known as literary annuals (Harris 2015). These multi-author texts were commonly
produced as high-quality volumes that could be purchased as gifts in the months leading up to
the holiday season. As a genre, the annual included poetry, prose, and engravings, among other
varieties of content, very often fromwell-known authors. Literary annuals represent a significant
shift in the economics surrounding the production of print materials for mass consumption—
for instance, contributors were typically paid. And annuals, though a luxury item, were more
affordable than books sold before the mechanization of the printing press (Harris 2015, 1-29).

Literary annuals and other periodicals are interesting sites of literary study because they can
be read as reinforcing or resisting the British Empire. London-based periodicals were eventually
distributed to all of Britain’s colonial holdings, including India (Harris 2019). As The Bengal
Annual was written in India and contains a small representation of Indian authors, our project
investigates it as a variation onBritish-centric readingmaterials of the time, whichperhaps offered
a provisional voice to a wider community of writers (though not without claims of superiority
over the colonized territory it exploits).

Some of the contents invoke themes that are affiliated with major Romantic writers such
as William Wordsworth and Samuel T. Coleridge, but editor D.L. Richardson included short
stories and fiction, which were not held in the same regard as poetry. He also employed local
native Indian engravers and writers. To explore the thesis that the concepts and genres typically
associated with British Romantic Literature are represented differently in a text that was written
and produced in a different space with a set of contributors who were not exclusively British
natives, we experimented with word embeddings on semantic similarity tasks, comparing the
annual to texts like Lyrical Ballads. Such a task is within the scope of traditional literary analysis,
but my agenda was to probe the idea that we need large-scale representations of marginalized
voices in order to show real differences from the ideas of the dominant race, class, and gender.5

The project teamfirst used statistical tools to find out if theAnnual’s poetry, non-fiction, and
fiction contained interesting relationships between vocabularies about body parts, social class,
and gender. We gathered information about terms that might reveal how different parts of the
body were referenced depending on sex. These differences were validated by traditional close-
reading knowledge about British Romantic Literature and its historical contexts,6 and signaled
the need to read and analyze the Annual’s passages about body parts, especially ones bywriters of
different genders and social backgrounds. These simplemethods allowed us to take a streamlined
approach to confirming that an author’s perspective indeed altered his or her word choices and
other aspects of their references to male vs. female bodies.

Collecting and mapping those references, however, was not enough to build a larger argu-
ment about how discourse on bodies might be different in non-canonical British Romantic Lit-
erature. Based on the potential for word embeddings to model semantic spaces for different cor-
pora and compare the distribution of terms, the next step was to build a corpus of non-canonical
texts of similar scope to a corpus of canonical works, so thatmodels for each could be legitimately
compared. This work, currently in progress, faces challenges that are becoming more familiar to
digital historians: the digitization of rare texts, the review of digitization processes for accuracy,
and the cleaning of data.

The primary challenge is to find the correct works to include: this requires historical exper-

5Such textual repositories are important outside of literature departments, too. We need data to represent all voices
in training machines to represent any social arena.

6Some of these findings are illustrated in the project’s Scalar site: ?iiT,ffb+�H�`Xmb+X2/mfrQ`Fbfi?2@#2M
;�H@�MMm�Hf#Q/B2b@BM@i?2@�MMm�H.

http://scalar.usc.edu/works/the-bengal-annual/bodies-in-the-annual
http://scalar.usc.edu/works/the-bengal-annual/bodies-in-the-annual
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tise, but also raises the question of how to uncover unknown authors. Manu Chander’s Brown
Romantics calls for a global assessment of Romantic Literature’s impact by “calling attention to
its genuinely unacknowledged legislators” (Chander 2017, 11). But he contends that even the
authors he was able to study were already individuals who aspired to assimilate with British cul-
ture and ideologies in someways, andperhaps don’t represent political resistance or views entirely
antithetical to the British Empire.

Guided by Chander’s questions about how to locate dissent in contexts of colonization, we
documented instances in the text that highlight the dynamics of colonialism, race, and nation-
alism, and compared them to a set of statistical explorations of the text’s vocabulary (particu-
larly terms related to national identity, gender, and bodies). Chander’s call for a more globally-
comprehensive study of Romanticism speaks to the politics of corpora curation discussed above,
but also suggests that corpus comparison can benefit from formal methodological guidelines.
Puzzling out how to best combine traditional close readings with quantitative inquiries, and
then map that work to a machine-learning research framework, revealed several shortcomings
in methodological standardization. It also revealed several opportunities for rethinking the way
algorithms could be implemented, by adopting and systematizing familiar comparative research
practices. Ideas about such methodologies are emerging in many disciplines, which I highlight
later in this essay.

Disciplinary directions for word vector research

Thepotential ofword embedding techniques for projects such as ourBengalAnnual analysis can
be seen in the new computational research directions that have emerged in humanities research.7
Vector-space representations are based on high-dimensional vectors8 of real numbers.9 Those
vectors’ values are assigned using a word’s relationship to the words near it in a text, based on the
likelihood that a wordwill appear in proximity to other words it is told to “look” at. For example,
this visualization demonstrates an embedding space for a historical corpus (1640-1699) using the
values assigned to word vectors (figure 3.1).

In a visualized space (with reduced dimensions) such as the one in figure 3.1, distances among
vectors can be assessed, for example, to articulate the forty wordsmost similar towit. This partic-
ular model (trained using the word2vec algorithm), published in the 2019Debates in the Digital
Humanities,10 allowed the authors to visualize the term wit with synonyms on the left side, and
terms related to argumentation on the right, such as indeed, argues, and consequently. This ini-
tial exploration prompted Gavin and his co-authors to look at a vector space model for a single
author (John Dryden), in order to both validate the model against their subject matter expertise
and explore the model’s results. Although word vectors are often employed for machine trans-
lation tasks11 or to project analogistic relationships between concepts,12 they can also be used to

7See Kirschenbaum 2007 and Argamon and Olsen 2009.
8A word vector may have hundreds or even thousands of dimensions.
9Word embedding algorithms aremodelled on the linguistic concept that context is a primaryway thatwordmeanings

are produced. Their usefulness is dependent on the breadth and domain-relevance of the corpus they are trained on,
meaning that a corpus of medical research vs. a corpus of 1980s television guides vs. a corpus of family law proceedings
would generate models that show different relationships between words like “family,” “health,” “heart,” etc.

10See Goldstone 2019.
11Software used to translate text or speech from one language to a target language. Machine translation is a subfield

of computational linguistics that can now allow for domain-based (i.e. specialized subject matter) customizations of
translations, making translated word choices more context-specific..

12Although word embeddings aren’t explicitly trained to learn analogies, the vectors exhibit seemingly linear behavior
(such as “woman is to queen as man is to king”), which approximately describe a parallelogram. This phenomenon is
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Figure 3.1: A visualized space with reduced dimensions of a neighborhood aroundwit (Gavin et
al. 2019, Figure 21.2).

question concepts that are traditionally associated with particular literary periods and evaluate
those associations with new kinds of evidence.

What this type of study suggests is that we can look at cultural concepts likewit in newways.
These results can also facilitate a comparison of historical models ofwit to contemporary ones—
to show how its meaning may have shifted, using its changing relationship to other words as
evidence. This is a growing area of research in the social sciences, computational linguistics, and
other disciplines (Kutuzov et al. 2019) In a survey paper on current work in diachronic word
embeddings and semantic shifts, Kutuzov et al. note that the surge of interest points to its impor-
tance for natural language processing, but that it currently lacks “cohesion, common terminology
and shared practices.”

Some of this cohesion might be generated by putting the usefulness of word vectors in con-
text of the history of information retrieval and the history of distributed representation. Word
embeddings emerged in the 1960s, with datamodeled as amatrix, and a user’s query of a database
represented as a vector. Simple vector operations could be used to locate relevant data or docu-
ments. Gerald Salton is generally credited as one of the first to do this, based on the idea that he
could represent a document as a vector of keywords andusemeasures like cosine similarity anddi-
mensionality reduction to compare documents.13 Since the 1990s, vector spacemodels have been

explored in Allen and Hospedales 2019.
13Algorithms like word2vec take as input the linguistic context of words in a given corpus of text, and output an N

dimensional space of those words—each word is represented as a vector of dimension N in that Euclidean space. Word
vectors with thousands of values are transformed to lower-dimensional spaces in which the directionality of two vectors
can be measured using cosine similarity—words that exist in similar contexts would be expected to have a similar cosine
measurement and map to like clusters in the distributed space.
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used in distributional semantics. In a paper on the history of vector space models, which exam-
ines the trajectory of Gerald Salton’s work, David Dubin notes that these mathematical models
can be defined as “a consistent mathematical structure designed to correspond to some physical,
biological, social, psychological, or conceptual entity” (2004). In the case of word vectors, word
context and colocations give us quantifiable information about a word’s meaning.

But research in cognitive science has long questioned the property of linguistic similarity in
spatial representations because they don’t align with important aspects of human semantic pro-
cessing (Tversky 1977). Tversky shows, for example, that people’s interpretation of semantic sim-
ilarity does not always obey the triangle inequality, i.e., the words w1 and w3 are not necessarily
similar when both pairs of (w1, w2) and (w2, w3) are similar. While “asteroid” is very similar to
“belt” and “belt” is very similar to “buckle”, “asteroid” and “buckle” are not similar (Griffiths et
al. 2007). One reason this violation arises is because a word is represented as a single vector even
when it has multiple meanings. This has led to research that attempts new methods to capture
different senses of words in embedding applications. In a paper surveying techniques for dif-
ferentiating words at the “sense” level, Jose Camacho-Collados and Mohammad Taher Pilehvar
show that these efforts fall in two camps: “Unsupervised models directly learn word senses from
text corpora, while knowledge-based techniques exploit the sense inventories of lexical resources
as their main source for representing meanings” (2018, 744).

Thefirstmethod, anunsupervisedmodel, induces differentmeanings of aword—it is trained
to analyze and represent eachword sense based on statistical knowledge derived from the contexts
within a corpus. The secondmethod for disambiguation relies on information contained inother
databases or sources. WordNet, for instance, associates multiple words with concepts, providing
a sense inventory for terms. It is made up of synsets, which represent unique concepts that can
be expressed through nouns, verbs, adjectives or adverbs. The synset of a concept such as “a busi-
ness where patrons can purchase coffee and use WiFi” might be “cafe, coffeeshop, internet cafe”
etc. Camacho-Collados and Pilehvar review different ways to process word embedding results
using WordNet and similar resources, which essentially provide synonyms that share a common
meaning.

There exists a relationship between work that addresses word disambiguation and work that
addresses the biases that word vector algorithms produce. Just as researchers can modify gen-
eral word embedding models to capture a word’s multiple meanings, they can also modify them
according to a word’s usage over time. These evolving methods begin to account for the social,
historical, andpsychological dimensions of language. If one can show that applyingword embed-
ding algorithms to diachronic corpora or corpora of different domains produces different biases,
this would suggest that nuanced shifts in vocabulary and word usage can be used to impact data
curation practices that seek to isolate and remove historical bias from other word embedding
models.

Biases, one might say, persist despite contextual changes. Or, one might say that the short-
comings of word embeddings don’t account for changes in bias that are present in context. This
is where the domain expertise of literary scholars also becomes essential. Historians’ domain ex-
pertise and natural interest in comparative corpora (from different time periods or containing
different types of documents) situates their ability to curate datasets that tend to both data ethics
and computational innovation. Such work could have impact beyond historical research, and
result in data-level corrections to biases that emerge inmore general-purpose embedding applica-
tions. This could be more effective and reproducible than correcting them superficially (Gonen
and Goldberg 2019). For instance, if novel cultural biases can be traced to an origin period, texts
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from that period could constitute a sub-corpus. Embeddingmodels specific to that corpusmight
be subtracted from the vectors generated from a broader dataset.

Examining a methodology’s history is an essential way in which scholars can strengthen the
validity of computationally-driven research and its integration into literary departments—this
type of scholarship reconstitutes literary insights after the risky move of flattening literary texts
with the rigor of machines. But as Lauren Klein (2019) and others reveal, scholars have begun
to apply interpretation and imagination in both the computational and the “close reading” as-
pects of their research. This reinforces that computational shifts in the study of literature are
more than just the adoption of useful tools for the sake of locating a novel pattern in data. An
increasingly important branch of digital literary research demonstrates the efficacy of engaging
the interdisciplinary complexity of computational tools in relation to the complexity of literary
analysis.

New ideas for close readings and analysis can serve as windows into defining secondary com-
putational research questions that emerge from an initial statistical exploration. As in the work
reviewed byCamacho-Collados Pilehvar, outside knowledge of word senses can be used for post-
processing word embeddings that address theoretical issues. Implementing this type of process
for humanities research, one might begin with the question: can I generate word vector models
that attend to both author gender and word context if I train them in innovative ways? Does
this require a corpus of male authors and one of female authors? Or would this be better accom-
plished with an outside lexical source that has already associated word senses with genders?

Multi-disciplinary scholars are experimenting with a variety of methods to use word vector
algorithms to track semantic complexities, and humanities researchers need an awareness of the
technical innovations across a range of these disciplines because they are in a position to bring im-
portant domain knowledge to these efforts. Ideally, the questions that unite these disciplinary ef-
fortsmight be: howdowemakeword contexts and distributional semanticsmore useful for both
historians, who need reproducible results that lead to new interpretation, and technologists, who
need historical interpretation to play a larger role in language generalization? Modeling language
histories depends on how deeply humanists can understand word embedding models, so that
they can augment their inherent shortcomings. Cross-disciplinary collaborations help scholars
return to fundamental issues that arise whenwe treat words as data, and help bringmore cohesive
methodological standards to language modeling.

Newdirections in cross-disciplinarymachine learning
frameworks

Literary scholars set up computational inquiries with attention to cultural complexity, and seek
out instances of language that convey historical context. So while they aren’t likely to lead the
charge in correcting fundamental shortcomings of language representation algorithms, they can
increasingly impact social assessments of those algorithms, provide methodologies for those al-
gorithms to locate anomalies in language usage, and assess whether those algorithms embody
socially just practices (D’Ignazio and Klein 2020). Some literary scholars also critique the non-
neutral ideologies that are in place in both computing and the humanities (Rhody 2017, 660).
These efforts not onlymake the field of literary studies (and its history)more relevant to a digitally
and computationally-driven future, but also help literary scholars createmeaningful intersections
between their computational tools and theoretical training. That training includes frameworks
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for reading and analysis that computers cannot yet perform, but should aspire to—from close
reading, Semiotic Criticism, and Formalism to Post-structuralism, Cultural Studies, and Femi-
nist Theory. The varied systems literary scholars have developed for thinking about signs, words,
and symbols should not be seen as irreconcilable with computational tools for text analysis. In-
stead, they should become the foundation for new methodologies that tackle the shortcomings
of machine learning algorithms and project future directions for text analysis.

Linguists and scientists interested in natural language processing have often looked to the hu-
manities for methods that assign rules to the production of meaning. Suchmethods exist within
the history of literary criticism, some of which are being newly explored as concepts for language
modeling algorithms. For instance, data curation takes inspiration from cultural studies, which
empowers literary scholars to correct for bias and underrepresentation in literature by expand-
ing the canon. Subsequent literary findings from that research need not only be literary ones:
they have the potential to serve as models for best practices for computational tools and datasets
more broadly. While the rift between society’s most progressive ideas and its technological ad-
vancement is not unique to the rise of machine learning, practical opportunities exist to repair
the rift with a blend of literary criticism and computational skills, and there are many recent ex-
amples14 of the growing importance of combining rich technical explanations, interdisciplinary
theories, and original computational work in corpus linguistics and beyond. A desire to wield
social and computational concerns simultaneously is evident also in recent work in Linguistics,15
Sociology,16 and History.17

Studies in computational Sociology by Lauren Nelson, Austin C. Kozlowski, Matt Taddy,
James A. Evans, Peter McMahan, and Kenneth Benoit contain important parallels for machine
learning-driven text analysis. Nelson, for instance, calls for a new three-stepmethodology to com-
putational sociology, one that “combines expert human knowledge and hermeneutic skills with
the processing power and pattern recognition of computers, producing amoremethodologically
rigorous but interpretive approach to content analysis” (2020, 1). She describes a framework that
can aid in reproducibility, which was noted as a problem by Da. Kozlowski, Taddy, and Evans,
who study relationships between attention and knowledge, in a September 2019 paper on the
“geometry of culture” use a vector space model to analyze a century of books. They show “that
the markers of class continuously shifted amidst the economic transformations of the twentieth
century, yet the basic cultural dimensions of class remained remarkably stable. The notable ex-
ception is education, which became tightly linked to affluence independent of its associationwith
cultivated taste” (1). This implies that disciplinary expertise can be used to isolate sub-corpora for
use in secondary word embedding research problems. Resulting word similarity findings could
aid in both validating the initial research finding and defining domain-specific datasets that are
reusable for future research.

The ideaofusinghumanitiesmethodologies to informmodel architectures formachine learn-
14See Whitt 2018 for a state-of-the-art overview of the intersecting fields of corpus linguistics, historical linguistics,

and genre-based studies of language usage.
15A special issue in the journal Language from the Linguistic Society of America published responses to a call to

reconcile the unproductive rift between generative linguistics and neural network models. Christopher Potts’s response
(2019) advocates an imperative integration between deep learning and traditional linguistic semantics.

16Sociologist Laura K.Nelson (2020) calls for a three-stepmethodological framework called computational grounded
theory.

17Another special issue, this one from Isis, a journal from the History of Science Society, suggests that “the history
of knowledge can act as a bridge between the world of the humanities, with its tradition of close reading and detailed
understanding of individual cases, and the world of big data and computational analysis” (Laubichler, Maienschein, and
Renn 2019, 502).
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ing is part of a wider history of computational scientists drawing inspiration from other fields
to make AI systems better. Designing humanities research with novel word embedding mod-
els stands to widen the territory where machine learning engineers look for conceptual concepts
to inspire strategies for improving the performance of artificial language understanding. Many
computer scientists are investigating the figurative (Gagliano et al. 2019) and the metaphorical
(Mao et al. 2018) in language. As machines get better at reading and interpreting texts, literary
studies and theories will becomemore applicable to how thosemachines are programmed to look
atmultiple layers and dimensions of language. TedUnderwood, Andrew Piper, Katherine Bode,
James Dobson, and others make connections between computational literary research and social
dimensions of the history of vector space model research. Since vector models are based on the
1950s linguistic notion of similarity (Firth 1957), researchers working to show superior algorith-
mic performance focus on different aspects of why similarity is important than do researchers
seeking cultural insights within their data. But Underwood points out that a word vector can
also be seen as a way to quantitatively account for more aspects of meaning (2019). Already,
cross-disciplinary scholarship draws on computational linguistics,18 information science,19 and
semantic linguistics, and the imperative to understand concepts from all of these fields is grow-
ing. As bettermethods are developed for usingword embeddings to better understand texts from
different domains and time periods,more sophisticated tools and paradigms emerge that echo the
complexity of traditional literary and historical interpretation.

Systematic data curation, combinedwithword embedding algorithms, represent a new inter-
pretive system for literary scholars. The potential of machine learning methods for text analysis
goes beyond historical literary text analysis, and the methods for literary text analysis using ma-
chine learning also go beyond literature departments. The corpora they model and the way they
frame their research questions reframe the potential to use systems like word vectors to under-
stand aspects of historical language and could have broader ramifications on how other applica-
tionsmodel wordmeanings. Because such literary research generates novel frameworks for using
machine learning to represent language, it’s imperative to explore the question: Are there ways
that humanities methodologies and research goals can exert greater influence in the computa-
tional sciences, make the history of literary studies more relevant in the evolution of machine
learning techniques, and better serve our shared social values?
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